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Jimmy is a 5 year old boy. He is very adive at home and in the Kndergaften. He does not seem
to get tired even when others around him are exhausted of chasing afrer him. "Jimmy is a very
active boy; he loves to run around the school compound and seems never to get tired! He is so full
of energy!!" aid the headmistress.

Jimmy has difficulty sitting quietly and completing his wo*. He tends to sing or produce
distrading sounds, which affects the resf of the class9 attention. He can only sit at the maximum
of approximately 2 minutes. When he is forced to sil he will struggle and scream or even cry
loudly. Jimmy also behaves impulsively and is easily distraded; his hands are always touching
other items around him. His teachers had obserued that Jimmy appeared to'shut off completely
and did not want to pafticipate during group activities. "He seemed to be in his own world'i one of
his teachers commented. His parents are starting to wonder..

"Whg ir mg <ftild het sittihg ttill?"

It may be one of a scenario whereby we may have heard from our friends or relatives describing such
similar situations. In fact, some of us may be experiencing some of these situations. Perhaps many
questions may arise such as "whu Ls t't*t4 ohtLd dLfferewt front other ohLLd,rew?'"ts it ADHD, ADD or
Avt(t st't*?' "W:LL vr't"g ohLLd o,"tgrow thLs behat/vor'tr?' 'Does vwg chLLd 

^'eed 
treatvux.^t?'

Some children may show some of the characteristics of ADHD, ADD or autism.
Before we rule out the possibility of a child having any of these conditions, we need to
observe carefully why a child is acting in such a manner. We must consider the child's
age, type of environment when this behaviour occur, the choice of activity and his
level of attention.

Tlie (ftilil' 5

3 years & below o Tends to run about at most times
o Aftends to activities for only a short period of time
o Easilv distracted

4 years & above o Longer attention span
o Able to sit still and complete work given
o Less impulsive
o Able to follow instructions

lf children at this age are unable to sit quietly and attend to their work, it can impede their learning
skil ls.

Environment
The type of environment and organisation of place and space will influence a child's level of attention
and concentration. Children are usually inquisitive by nature. They would want to explore their
surroundings and if there are interesting objects around, this will further increase their curiosity. This
behaviour is acceptable. However, there are some who are overly inquisitive and need to touch every
thing they see around them.

#
Group dynamics is a very effective way for children to learn different types of
skills e.g. social interaction, teamwork, However, some children are unable to
tolerate group activities. They tend to become confused by what is happening
around them, due to over-stimulation, The presence of attractive toys and sound
may prove too much visual and auditory stimulation resulting in the child being
distracted. Furthermore, an overly cluttered environment will also give the child
too much sensory feedback causing reduced attention span.

As a result, they are unable to filter the extra distraction; hence making them difficult to focus on the
activity. The child may be appearing as if 'he is in his own world'. Some children may even isolate
themselves from the group. For such incidences, these children may benefit from one-to-one sessions
as it has been observed that they are able to concentrate better and may appear calmer.

(ftoi<e o{ activiTtq
The activity chosen must be age-appropriate.
These activities should promote self-esteem and
self-confidence, as well as acquiring skills (e.9.
problem-solving skills, organisational skills, hand-
eye coordination). The child should also be
exposed to different types of activities, whether
physical, or sitting work.

When <hOOsing an aftivittt, ask:
* fs the activitq suitable fur the tfiildren?
* What is the aim of this a<tivitq?
* |s the activitq too difficult 6r ltst right fur their

age?
* Are the materials used in the activitr4 apprapriate

fur this gravp a{ children?



Types of leorning disobilifies:
t
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4 Weak problem solving skills

? Wea*comorehension skills

It is interesting to note that many children can sit quietly for long
hours in front of computers, or television. However, when given
other conventional types of activities, they do not seem to be
interested.

Ghildren with some types of learning disabilities may find certain
activities difficult and challenging. As a result, he may avoid
participating in the activity (e.9. giving excuses) if it is too difficult.
An activity should motivate a child to acquire skills rather than
avoiding it entirely.
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Will my child be able to sit still in near futurel
Children at 4 years and above will be calmer, able to sit quietly and attend to
their given tasks; hence they are able to acquire more skills from activities.
However, certain children may seem not to tolerate too much sitting work.
Parents and teachers should take note of their children's/ student's behaviour,
whether they are being mischievous, trying to avoid the activity, or unable to sit
quietly. lf the problem of sitting quietly still persists, it would be advisable for
parents to seek professional assistance.

Occupational Therapists often conduct
treatment involving attention training and
sitting skills. The therapist will assess the
child's abilities and thereafter, provide therapy
which will meet the child's deficiencies.
Children with these problems are encouraged
to obtain treatment as early as possible in
order to have a better prognosis.

What does it mean to be able to sit stiil?
* Keeps quiet when doing his work, without distracting

others
* Hands are placed properly and not'feeling' around
* Does his work accordingly and in an organised

manner
* Able to attend to what he is doing without being

easily distracted
* Able to listen to instructions well and follow
* Sits with a well suooorted oosture

behaviours.
comparison

fuir<lrr$iOir
Children are naturally active. Each child possesses his/her own set of characters and
Some children may be more active, whilst there are some who are easier to control in
with their peers. This depends on the child's upbringing and environment.

We must always look at a child holistically and not to stereotype the child's
inadequacies. Therefore, we should not immediately label children who are having
difficulty sitting down as having ADHD, ADD or autism. lt is important for us to look
into their behaviour and what kind of situations or activity triggers this reaction.

Our aim is to help them to improve in the areas of difficulties that they are facing. lt is good to offer
challenges for the child and encourage him to acquire skills, However, we must always bear in mind
that we should try to work at the child's level of ability and not to push beyond his level where he will
be frustrated.

"Children learn by doing. A child's inbom talents develop through experience. Nobody can learn for a child. We can coach,
explain, praise, demonstrate and correct our children, but ff their minds and bodies are not engaged, very liftle is learned. We
can foster them by encouraging their curiosity and expecting them'to have a go" (Hamlyn).
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